Due to the complex nature of scientific workflow systems, the violations of temporal QoS constraints often take place and may severely affect the usefulness of the execution's results. Therefore, to deliver satisfactory QoS, temporal violations need to be recovered effectively. However, such an issue has so far not been well addressed. In this paper, we first propose a probability based temporal consistency model to define the temporal violations which are statistically recoverable by light-weight exception handling strategies. Afterwards, a novel Ant Colony Optimisation based two-stage workflow local rescheduling strategy (ACOWR) is proposed to handle detected recoverable temporal violations in an automatic and cost-effective fashion. The simulation results demonstrate the excellent performance of our handling strategy in reducing both local and global temporal violation rates.
Introduction
Scientific workflow systems can be seen as a type of high-level middleware services for high performance computing infrastructures such as peer-to-peer (p2p), grid, or cloud computing [1, 7, 8] . Scientific workflows usually underlie many complex e-science applications such as climate modelling, disaster recovery simulation, astrophysics and high energy physics. In reality, a scientific workflow is normally required to be completed before a specific deadline in order to obtain scientific results on schedule. Therefore, to deliver satisfactory temporal QoS (quality of service), the violations of temporal constraints need to be proactively detected and handled [3] . To date, the work on handling workflow temporal violations is still in its infancy. Specifically, the two basic requirements are automation and cost-effectiveness, and thus bring two fundamental problems to be solved.
1) How to define recoverable temporal violations. In order to avoid heavy-weight exception handling strategies, temporal violations which are statistically recoverable by light-weight exception handling strategies, are required to be defined upfront. To define recoverable temporal violations, a run-time probability based temporal consistency model is thus required.
2) How to design automatic and cost-effective exception handling strategies. As mentioned, heavyweight handling strategies which involve massive overheads and human interventions are not suitable in practice. To handle recoverable temporal violations, less costly light-weight exception handling strategies need to be designed. However, since the capabilities of light-weight handling strategies are relatively limited compared with their heavy-weight counterparts, it is not realistic to replace heavy-weight handling strategies in all situations. The objective in this paper is to design a light-weight handling strategy which can handle recoverable temporal violations without recruiting additional resources outside the current system.
To address the above problems, this paper proposes a workflow rescheduling based strategy. Firstly, a probability based run-time temporal consistency model is proposed to analyse the probability range where temporal violations can be statistically recovered by light-weight exception handling strategies. Secondly, a novel Ant Colony Optimisation based Two-Stage Workflow Local Rescheduling Strategy (ACOWR,), is proposed to address detected recoverable temporal violations in an automatic and cost-effective fashion. The simulation results demonstrate the excellent performance of our exception handling strategy in reducing both local and global temporal violation rates.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines the recoverable temporal violations and proposes ACOWR as the exception handling strategy. Section 3 demonstrates the simulation results. Finally, Section 4 addresses the conclusions and points out the future work.
Workflow Rescheduling Based Strategy

Recoverable temporal violations
In this section, we propose a probability based runtime temporal consistency model to define the probability range for recoverable temporal violations. Its build-time counterpart is proposed in [4] . Similarly, we model all activity durations as independent variables that follow the normal distribution model. For statistical analysis, we adopt the "3 σ " rule which means with a probability of 99.73% that the sample from a normal distribution model is falling into the interval of ( )
+ − [5] . Therefore, similar to the build-time model, the maximum, mean and minimum durations of activity i a are defined as
respectively where i µ is the sample mean and i σ is the sample standard deviation. Its run time duration is denoted as As depicted in Figure 1 , every temporal consistency state is represented with a unique probability value and they together form a continuous Gaussian curve. According to the " σ 3 " rule, the probability range for recoverable temporal violations is defined as (0.13%, 99.87%), represented by the shadowed area. In practice, at scientific workflow run time, exception handling is only triggered in the probability consistency range of (0.13%, % θ ) as shown in the area marked with upwards diagonal lines, while the probability consistency range of ( % θ , 99.87%) marked with downwards diagonal lines requires no action. Here, the threshold of % θ denotes the minimum acceptable temporal consistency and it is usually specified through the negotiation between clients and service providers for setting global and local temporal constraints, i.e. temporal QoS contracts. In practice, % θ is normally around 90%, i.e. , to serve as a reasonable balance point between the client requirement and the system performance. Therefore, apart from AC and AI, all the probability temporal consistency states within the range of (0.13%, % θ ) may produce temporal violations but statistically can be recovered by lightweight exception handling strategies without recruiting additional resources.
ACOWR
Based on the work in [6] which tackles the workflow scheduling problem with an ant colony optimisation (ACO) algorithm, we propose an novel ant colony optimisation based two-stage workflow local rescheduling strategy (ACOWR). ACOWR is designed to automatically tackle temporal violations through optimising the current plan for task-to-resource assignment. Meanwhile, ACOWR itself only consumes acceptable computation time/cost and does not recruit additional resources outside the current system. Therefore, as will be verified through the simulation experiments demonstrated in Section 3, ACOWR is an effective candidate for handling temporal violations given the requirements of both automation and costeffectiveness.
Here, a "two-stage workflow local rescheduling" framework is designed for ACOWR where "two-stage" means a two-stage searching process to strike a balance between the handling of temporal violations and the on-time completion of other workflow instances while "local" means the rescheduling of "local" workflow segments with existing resources. Unlike global rescheduling which modifies the global task-resource list for the entire workflow instance, ACOWR only focuses on the local workflow segment and optimise the integrated task-resource list. Here, the local workflow segment is defined as the set of workflow activities between the next activity of a necessary and sufficient checkpoint (the activity point where a temporal violation occurs) and the end activity of the next local temporal constraint. The integrated taskresource list is an integrated collection of local resources and the integrated DAG task graph which defines the precedence relationships of all the activities in the local workflow segment and their co-allocated activities. Here, co-allocated activities are those which have been allocated to the same resources. The pseudo-code for ACOWR is presented in Figure  2 . Note that since the algorithm for the first ACO based searching stage is described in [6] , here we focus on describing the process without the detailed discussion about ACO and its parameters. The algorithm has five input parameters: the time deficit detected at the checkpoint; the integrated task-resource list; the DAG task graph which define the precedence relationships between tasks; the normal distribution models for activity durations; and resources with their execution speed and the cost per time unit.
As shown in Figure 2 , the first searching stage is to optimise the overall execution time and cost for the integrated task-resources list through ACO (Line 1 to Line 10). The ACO algorithm starts from initialisation of pheromone and all parameters (Line 1). In [6] , two types of pheromone, i.e. ij dτ and ij cτ , are defined. Here, ij dτ denotes the desirability of mapping task i a to resource j R from the perspective of execution time while ij cτ denotes the desirability from the perspective of execution cost. Afterwards, the ACO based searching process iterates until the stopping condition, i.e. the maximum iteration times, is satisfied. In the second searching stage, the BestSolution is retrieved from the SolutionSet (Line 11 to Line 14). The compensation time of each solution is first compared with the time deficit to filter out unsuccessful solutions (Line 12). Then, the BestSolution is defined as the solution with the minimum cost among all the successful solutions (Line 13). Finally, the BestSolution, i.e. the solution with the minimum cost and well balanced between the handling of temporal violations and the on-time completion of other workflow instances, is returned as the rescheduled integrated task-resource list (Line 14) and ready for being deployed (Line 15).
Evaluation
The simulation experiments are conducted in SwinDeW-G (Swinburne Decentralised Workflow for Grid) which is a peer-to-peer based scientific workflow system running on the SwinGrid (Swinburne service Grid) [7] . All the detailed information such as the program code, experiment settings results can be found online at www.swinflow.org/docs/ACOWR.rar.
In our experiments, the size of scientific workflows ranges from 2,000 to 20,000 based on randomly generated DAG task graphs. Each local workflow segment is composed of 20 to 50 activities and assigned with an upper bound temporal constraint. For the comparison purpose, we record the local and global violation rates under natural situations, i.e. no action (denoted as NIL), and compared with that of the TDA strategy and our ACOWR. TDA (time deficit allocation) is proposed in [2] which compensates current time deficits by utilising the expected time redundancy. As can be seen in left subplot of Figure 3 , for NIL, the average local violation rate is around 10% since the probability for on-time completion is 90% given the setting of temporal constraints. As for TDA (with an average local violation rate of 9.2%), it can reduce the local violation rates when the size of scientific workflow is small. However, it behaves poorly when the number of activities exceeds 4,000. Since TDA does not compensate time deficits, it cannot delay temporal violations any more when the time deficits accumulates to become large enough. With ACOWR, local violation rate is kept close to 0% (the average local violation rate for ACOWR is 0.04%). The right subplot of Figure 3 shows the results on global violation rates. Since TDA does not compensate time deficits but only delays the local violations, it has no effectiveness on global violations. Therefore, the global violation rates for NIL and TDA are overlapped. The global violation rates for NIL and TDA behave very unstably since NIL and TDA can be easily affected by the dynamic performance of scientific workflow systems. The maximum, minimum and mean global violation rates for NIL and TDA are the same of 13%, 5% and 9.6% respectively. As for ACOWR, the global violation rate is kept very close to 0% since most local temporal violations are handled successfully along workflow execution.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, the issue of handling temporal violations in scientific workflow systems has been investigated and addressed by our proposed workflow rescheduling based exception handling strategy. Specifically, a probability based run-time temporal consistency model has been proposed first to identify recoverable temporal violations and then ACOWR, a novel ant colony optimisation based two-stage workflow local rescheduling strategy, has been proposed to automatically tackle those recoverable temporal violations in a cost-effective fashion. The simulation experiments have demonstrated the excellent performance of our strategy in reducing both local and global temporal violation rates.
In the future, within our "two-stage workflow local rescheduling" framework, some other representative scheduling algorithms such as genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimisation will be investigated and their performance will be compared with ours to determine the best strategy under different scientific workflow system environments.
